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It has been said that Wisdom is divided into two parts: (1) having a great deal to say, and (2) not 
saying it. In any case, the person addressed will likely ‘listen very nicely, then go out and do 
precisely what they want’. There are issues of authority whenever advice is given. We humans 
like to test received wisdom, each generation. 

My mother would tell stories—and hope I would get the point. There was always a moral to the 
story. My father rarely spoke, but modelled the desired behaviour: show up; help out; first listen, 
then talk. He always carried a pen-knife, a short stubby pencil, and a book, in case there was time 
to read.  

When I set off for the wilds of Ontario to attend marine school in Owen Sound, some forty years 
ago, my father told me to keep a good look-out: the person in the life raft, way out there on the 
water, might be me. My mother suggested I stay out of blizzards and never draw to an inside 
straight. 

 

My father has been gone a dozen years now, but still his model, and the few stories he shared, 
linger in memory. Moses has been gone three thousand years and more, but the ‘ten suggestions’ 
he brought down from the mountain stay with us: show respect; don’t lie, cheat, or steal—or 
covet; watch your mouth; do not do murder; take a down day from time to time.  

And seek the road to freedom, even if you have to walk for forty years.  

Simple, basic. Easier to say than actually do. And there’s that   issues of authority    thing..... 
Where is religious authority to be found? 

 

Unitarianism emerged about four hundred years ago, out of the Protestant Reformation. There 
was much discussion around that question of religious authority. Much ink spilled, and, alas, 
much blood spilled also. The classic answer to this question can be framed in terms of “Wesley’s 
Quadrilateral”, akin to a four-legged stool.  

Briefly, Wesley’s Quadrilateral would recognize four sources of religious authority: scripture, 
tradition, reason or interpretation, and direct experience of the holy. Universalism, emerging 
within more than one tradition or denomination, draws on an interpretation of scripture that 
affirms a sensed experience or vision of unconditional love, acceptance, and the redemptive 



possibilities of free will. Unitarian tradition favours individual reason and interpretation as 
religious authority. 

Reform theologian John Calvin spoke of “the right to private judgement”. If I choose reason and 
private judgement as religious authority, then any creed or belief statement I form is mine alone. 
I cannot write your creed for you, as you cannot write a statement of belief for me.  

So some might say—I can believe whatever I like!  Perhaps. I would state it somewhat 
differently, that a person exercising the right to private judgement will believe what they are 
drawn to believe, what they are compelled to believe by the free exercise of their own reason, 
conscience, and experience. As Ralph Waldo Emerson once said,I do not park my intellect at the 
door of the church. 

Also, I look to deeds, not words. I read your faith in your choices, every day. And I explore my 
faith through the interpretation of many sources, including biblical scripture. Revelation is not 
sealed; nor need it discard past legacies. Revelation is not sealed; I read the New York Times on 
line every morning, and seek out Wisdom there, too. 

 

Forty years ago, when I was a young sailor traversing Canada from ship to shore to school and 
home for Christmas, I always had a pen knife with me; you could do that on aeroplanes, then. I 
generally could find a stubby bit of pencil in one pocket or another. And if I ran short on books, 
there was always a Gideon bible to hand. I find the Bible a rich and diverse resource, in parts.  

For me, first and foremost—Wisdom literature. By which is meant, primarily: the Book of Job, 
Ecclesiastes, Psalms, Proverbs, (the Wisdom of Solomon, for some), and the Song of Solomon, 
which is the Song of Songs.  Love songs.  

Wisdom literature speaks from the experience of lives lived, of beauty and joy, of injustice, and 
right action. Wisdom literature speaks in the voice of the skeptic, the voice from the depths of 
sorrow, the voice seeking meaning amidst bewilderment. 

I claim the right to interpret scripture for myself. I claim wisdom literature as part of my cultural 
and religious heritage. And if I want to read wisdom literature, it’s as close as our grey hymnal. 

At this time of year, the Song of Songs sits very near my heart: #430 in the grey hymnal: 

 

 

“For now the winter is past, the rain is over and gone.  
The flowers appear on the earth; the time of singing has come.  



The fig tree puts forth its figs, and the vines are in blossom;  
they give forth fragrance.”  (Song 2) 

 

 

They left out my favourite line, the words that introduce this passage: “Arise, my love, my fair 
one, and come away. For now the winter is past, the rain is over and gone....” Healey Willan 
wrote beautiful music for those lines; it’s on you-tube. It’s a love song. They used to sing 
wedding songs very like this in Syria, not so long ago, when they were celebrating the marriages 
of their children, not weeping for the devastation of a generation. 

 

The Book of Job.  

Our hymnal readings do not lift up the main argument of Job—which is the suffering of the 
innocent. Too complex for a hundred word quote. An old question, Job’s; and the answers    as 
unsatisfactory then as now.  

What our hymnal does offer from Job is wonder and awe, from chapter 38:  

 

 

#424—“Have you entered the storehouses of the snow?  
Or have you seen the treasuries of the hail? .....” 

#427—“Who has cut a channel for the torrents of rain ...  
to make the ground put forth grass?” 

 

 

They left out the bit where God speaks out of the whirlwind, about behemoth and leviathan and 
the Pleiades, and  “who has the wisdom to number the clouds? Or who can tilt the water-skins of 
the heavens....”  (Job 38.37)    Great poetry. 

 

Psalms. Songs from the heart, of joy and sorrow. And in the Psalms, leviathan again—“Yonder 
is the sea, great and wide.... There go the ships, and Leviathan that you formed to sport in it. (Ps. 



104.25-26) I love the sense of play—sportiveness—in those lines. It reminds me of seeing the 
seals and otters, orca and great whales, out upon the great waters. 

The new hymnal supplement, the teal book, includes two songs based on the Psalms; #1038 is a 
setting of the twenty-third Psalm, written by Bobby McFerrin for his mother.  #1042 is a Reggae 
setting for some lines from Psalm 137—by the Rivers of Babylon, closing with a line from the 
nineteenth Psalm: “let the words of our mouths and the meditation of our hearts be acceptable in 
Thy sight”.... 

Our grey hymnal, “Singing the Living Tradition”, includes a dozen readings from the Psalms.   

It would be a spiritual discipline, to let the psalms be the psalms, and accept them as they are; 
there are portions of them, however authentic, that might cause us to shrink away. So we cherry 
pick. We pick up on words of beauty in nature, of joyful noise, of peace and welcome, and deep 
calling unto deep, “from all that dwell below the skies.” We leave in the unlifted pages the 
shrieks of rage and fear, frustration and despair. These two are human; we are not alone if and 
when we feel these things. We need not necessarily act on these feelings. But I believe it helps to 
know that others have felt these depths of emotion also. 

 

The editors of the grey hymnal left out Proverbs entirely. 

I love Proverbs. It’s a bit of a mishmash. The stereotype of the foreign party girl versus the good 
wife can be wearing. The poetry is an excellent source of titles, if you were thinking of writing a 
book. This is where Colonel Lawrence found the title for his memoir of the war in Arabia, 
“Seven Pillars of Wisdom”. Proverbs Chapter nine begins: 

 

 

“Wisdom has built her house, she has hewn her seven pillars. 
She has mixed her wine, she has also set her table. 
She calls from the highest places in the town— 
Come, eat of my bread and drink of the wine I have mixed. 
Lay aside immaturity and live, and walk in the way of insight.”  (NRSV, adapted) 

“Does not wisdom call, and does not understanding raise her voice?  
On the heights, beside the way, at the crossroads she takes her stand;  
beside the gates in front of the town, at the entrance of the portals she cries out.” 
(Prov 8.1-3) 

 



 

I love it that Lady Wisdom is present in the public places.  

I wonder, why is wisdom personified as female? I have no answer. I suspect that a female figure 
traditionally might be perceived as more fluid, more readily a persona upon which one might 
project oneself, a persona that being female thus steps aside from issues of power traditionally 
associated more with male personas. 

 

There is a creation story, buried in Proverbs Chapter eight: 

Wisdom speaks: 

“The Lord created me at the beginning of his work, the first of his acts of long ago.  
Ages ago I was set up, at the first, before the beginning of the earth.... 

When he established the heavens, I was there,  
when he drew a circle on the face of the deep,  
when he made firm the skies above, ... 
when he assigned to the sea its limit ...  
when he marked out the foundations of the earth,  
then I was beside him, like a master worker [or a little child];  
and I was daily his delight, rejoicing before him always,  
rejoicing in the inhabited world and delighting in the human race.  (Prov 8.22-31) 

 

 

Like a master worker or a little child; in Hebrew the word is the same. The ancient scribes loved 
that kind of word play.  Much of Proverbs is highly similar to Egyptian writings. And the 
goddess of measure, of order in creation, in ancient Egypt, was painted as   a little child playing 
before a kingly deity. Rejoicing in the inhabited world and delighting in the human race....Why 
did we have to get snarled up in sin and fall and Adam and Eve, when we had this version of the 
creation story?But I digress.... 

 

Ecclesiastes—a skeptic, a bit of a grouch. We have two readings from Ecclesiastes in our grey 
hymnal. First, #558: “For everything there is a season, and a time for every matter under 
heaven”..... Second, #667: The Cry of the Realist—“Vanity of vanities, says the Teacher, vanity 
of vanities. All is vanity. What do people gain from all the toil at which they toil...? ..... What has 
been is what will be, and what has been done is what will be done. There is nothing new under 



the sun.” So how shall we live? What shall we do, then, “with our one wild and precious life”? 
(Mary Oliver)  Says Ecclesiastes, “Go, eat your bread with enjoyment, and drink your wine with 
a merry heart.... Light is sweet and it is pleasant for the eyes to see the sun. Even those who live 
many years should rejoice in them all.”  

[Ed.Note: Tks to Ray Stone, who mentioned that the Epic of Gilgamesh ends with similar advice, 
that one should enjoy one’s life; Gilgamesh also includes a flood story which might have been 
the source for the flood story about Noah in the Hebrew Bible.] 

 

Words upon words..... There is wisdom in silence, also.  

The history of Zen Buddhism begins perhaps in the silence of the “flower sermon”; the Buddha 
lifts up a white lotus to his students, admires it, says nothing. One disciple smiles in 
understanding: direct experience, contemplation, mystery, and the unspoken, also lead to 
enlightenment. 

 

 

In conclusion, if you were to build your own bible, what would you include there? What would 
you select, to carry forward as a literature of wisdom? What would you want to offer as 
companion on the road to wisdom— to a young person? to anyone? to yourself?   

Some might wish to add Bertrand Russell’s essays, or the essays of Christopher Hitchens. Some 
might wish to add Erna Paris’ “Long Shadows: Truth, Lies and History” (2000), concerning the 
need for truth, the acknowledgement of evil, the commemoration of loss, before reconciliation 
can be truly possible. Or Karen Armstrong’s memoir, “The Spiral Staircase” (2004). 

What word or work would you recommend to someone? Not that they would necessarily read it. 
But what would you want to make room for, on your shelf of Wisdom literature, for when 
someone was mindful to pick it up? What words of wisdom do you carry in your heart, for the 
journey through life? I wonder..... 

FD/fd 
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Notes and Bibliography: 

Biblical Wisdom literature includes: the Psalms and Proverbs, the Song of Songs, Ecclesiastes, 
and the Book of Job. Martin Luther edited out of the Protestant canons some further writings 
which are recognized as Wisdom Literature in Catholic bibles; a readers bible might include 
them as “Apocrypha”. The Book of Tobit is one such.  In the homily, translations are from the 
grey hymnal, “Singing the Living Tradition”, or the New Revised Standard Version [NRSV] 

The phrase: “listen very nicely, then go out and do precisely what [they want]” is take from 
lyrics sung by Professor Henry Higgins in the Lerner and Loewe Broadway musical “My Fair 
Lady”, based on the play “Pygmalion” by George Bernard Shaw. 

The description of the Buddha’s “flower sermon” is taken from Mark Braude’s contribution in 
the Globe and Mail, “Power of Small: A 100-word ode to a tiny thing that matters”. 

Fran’s shelf of Wisdom Literature would include the following, among others. 

Viktor Frankl, “Man’s Search for Meaning”. 

A.C. Grayling ed.,  “The Good Book: A Humanist Bible”. New York, 2011. British philosopher 
Grayling integrates the work of hundreds of philosophers over thousands of years into a biblical 
format, his own rendition of how life should be lived, how we should relate to one another, how 
we might face hardship, and celebrate joy. A unique tour de force. On the first page, Grayling’s 
narrative begins with a garden and a tree of knowledge, thence to Newton’s laws, and the physics 
of the sphere, thence to a Lucretian appreciation for Epicurean natural philosophers. 

Christopher Hitchens ed., “The Portable Atheist: Essential readings for the nonbeliever.” 2007 

Daniel Kahneman, “Thinking, Fast and Slow”. 

Rabbi Harold Kushner's book, “When Bad Things Happen to Good People” (1978); a modern 
classic in the wisdom tradition, a profound reflection on theodicy--the problem of veil.  

James Nelson ed., “Wisdom: Conversations with the elder wise men of our day”, National 
Broadcasting Company, Inc.  Norton, New York, 1958 Tracy 808.89.  

Carole Tavris and Eliot Aronson, “Mistakes Were Made, But Not by Me”. 

Each culture carries its own wisdom literature;  
web articles on Jewish and Christian writings are legion. Here are a few for a starting place:  
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wisdom_literature 
http://www.cathtruth.com/catholicbible/wisdom.htm 
http://www.oxfordbiblicalstudies.com/resource/ wisdom.xhtml                           
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